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SHAY’S EXPERTISE  
● Personal Growth Coaching 
● Accountability Coaching 
● Organization 
● Workshop Design 
● Workshop Facilitation 
● Yin Yoga Guidance 
● Vinyasa Yoga Guidance  
● Social Media Engagement 
● Website Design 
● Website Management 
● Public Speaking 

 
SHAY’S TRAININGS & 
CERTIFICATIONS  
● 200 Hour RYT, 2016 
● Certified Coach, 2017 
● Managing Emotions Under 

Pressure, 2017 
● CPR Certified, 2018 
● Facilitation, 2016, 2017 

 
CONTACT SHAY @  
WEM Consulting 
88818 97th Lane, NE #C506 
Kirkland, WA 98034 
PH: 404.593.4216 
wem.sheherwe@gmail.com 
www.sheherwe.com 

SHAY HUFF, Owner 
COACH | FACILITATOR | YOGA INSTRUCTOR | PUBLIC 

SPEAKER 
 

ABOUT SHAY 
Shay Huff is a women’s empowerment coach, workshop 
designer and facilitator, public speaker and yoga instructor. 
Originally from Atlanta, Georgia, she relocated to Seattle 
WA in October of 2007. Through coaching, public speaking 
and yoga, she supports women and girls moving through life 
transitions. She is inspired by women looking to dig deep 
into who they are and girls desiring to gain self confidence 
and autonomy.  
 
Shay offers private coaching sessions that lean into 
manifesting mind-body-spirit care, self-acceptance, 
self-worth and confidence. Clients are encouraged to focus 
on work that calls out their natural born talents and 
empowers them to be authentically themselves without 
apology or guilt. She facilitates group coaching workshops 
centered in building connections and fostering growth and 
trust among women by leading discussions around unity 
(women trusting and supporting other women), integrity, 
self-care, self-love, self-discovery, defining success and 
unpacking perfectionism.  
 
Adding yoga into this structure allows clients to work on 
establishing and building a well rounded self-care program. 
Yoga helps shed stress from the body, is energizing and 
promotes positivity while clearing the mind of fears and 
insecurities. It teaches us to appreciate our bodies, 
something so many women struggle with. By taking care of 
what Shay likes to refer to as “The Trifecta”, our body mind 
and spirit, we are better positioning ourselves to live a 
happier, fuller lives.  
 
Shay has made it her mission to hold space for and 
empower as many women and girls as she can to learn and 
grow so that they may illuminate their inner glow. Her unique 
style of coaching builds on a foundation that explores 
self-esteem, self-worth, defining and unpacking 
perfectionism, integrity and success and boundary setting. 
Through this lens, you create a life that is designed by you 
for you. 

mailto:wem.sheherwe@gmail.com
http://www.sheherwe.com/
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SHAY’S WORK EXPERIENCE 

One-On-One Coaching, 2017-Ongoing 
 In one-on-one coaching sessions, each woman is encouraged to explore her depths. We do not 
focus so much on where she has been, but where she is and where she is headed. We work on 
goal setting, accountability, self-esteem building and integrity. While those are the basic 
principles of my coaching, each session is client driven.  

What women gain from private coaching sessions: 
● An opportunity to bring your whole self into the conversation, regardless of what that looks 

like, with full knowledge that judgement, shame and guilt will be acknowledged but not 
dwelled upon. 

● Specific tools for setting and achieving your goals.  
● A safe space to explore what growth looks like for you. 
● Support as you engage in trial and error lifestyle changes. Transition can be taxing and 

uncertain. A coach is there to support you as you navigate new and uncharted waters - 
figuring out what works and what really doesn't work for you. 

● Unwavering support as you move through transition and into the next phase of your life. 
● Have a safe space to be vulnerable while you transition and grow. 

Group Coaching Workshops, 2016-Ongoing 
These workshops are centered in self-care, self-discovery, defining success and perfectionism. 
We work off the basic concept that in order to be of service to others, we must first ensure that 
our own cups are full. Essentially, these workshops are about taking care of home. WEM 
workshop attendees leave having established new relationships with women on a similar path 
as them and having gained clarity and confidence about next steps in their lives. 

What women gain from coaching workshops: 
● Access to solution based tools and plans of action from women on similar life paths, or have 

experienced similar challenges and found success. 
● Opportunities to focus on their unique strengths and weaknesses and how each can be used to 

their advantage. 
● Access to group discussions designed to help identify blind spots which could potentially be 

holding them back from living a full life.  
● An opportunity to build relationships with women on a similar path of growth and personal 

development.  
● A safe space to be vulnerable as they explore self-worth, self-love and self-care.  
● A look at the isolating mindset of terminal uniqueness, (that "I'm the only one who's ever gone 

through this" state of mind). 

Girls Coaching (Now Offering, Spring 2018) 
Positive self-esteem is essential to every girl's growth and development. Without it, she has the 
potential to grow up feeling less than, like an outsider, unworthy of healthy love and personal 
boundaries.  
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What girls gain from private and group coaching sessions: 
● A safe space to work on confidence and self-esteem building activities.  
● Support as they learn to navigate physical, mental and emotional changes. 
● Support while they learn a new school, new friends or new academic courses.  
● The opportunity to ask tough questions they may not feel comfortable going to their parents 

or guidance counselors with just yet. 
● An opportunity to connect and growth with girls their age. 
● An opportunity to connect with girls both older and younger, thereby gaining new 

perspectives on life experiences.  

Vinyasa & Yin Yoga, 2017-Ongoing 
I offer private, group, small business and corporate yoga instruction. My classes are specially 
tailored for each audience, whether it be all women, mixed, excelled or beginner students.  

What clients gain from yoga sessions: 
● Peace, balance and clarity of mind 
● A body positive frame of mind 
● Presence, mindfulness and stress relief 
 

WEM WORKSHOP TESTIMONIALS 
WEM Workshop Participant 
“I feel so much less alone than I did on the drive over here. It’s nice to know I’m not the only one 
thinking about these things.” 

WEM Workshop Participant 
“I’ve learned more about myself in five minutes than I have in 34 years.” 

Annalisa Paulsmeyer 
"I went to WEM's workshop, "Her - Past, Present, Future", and it was so eye-opening! The 
journal questions/prompts and conversations with other women at the workshop helped me 
connect the dots, and I truly was inspired to shift my thinking and actions in the direction I really 
want to go. Thank you for this powerful work!" 

Katherine Grace Murphy 
"I went to my first WEM workshop last Saturday and was affected more deeply than I had 
anticipated. I left instantly feeling new clarity in how I've been mismanaging my priorities and set 
out to change my approach that weekend. Just a few days later and I am already feeling more 
calm in my resolution to accomplish my goals and stick to the priorities I know are most 
important to me and that I can accomplish or make significant headway on. 
Aside from my personal clarity, I also appreciated the security I felt in the room with the other 
women in attendance and made some great connections while in community with them. I highly 
recommend WEM to any woman, whether looking for a quick boost of clarity or more long-term 
guidance." 

Olia Piszcanska Saylor 
"Shay, thank you for the a-m-a-z-i-n-g workshop! It was a real turning point for me, truly 
inspirational. I feel like I have been given a map to start a new journey of self-discovery." 
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SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 
GoGreen Seattle Conference April, 2018 
Liberating the Environmental Sector: Building a Diverse Workforce With a Justice Lens. 
 
Black Women in Business Marketplace, March 2018 
What WEM does and why women need women. 
 
Discovering Integrity, August 2017 
Embracing vulnerability, exploring honesty and learning to live with integrity.  
 
 
 
 
 


